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DIMO Software obtains ISO 27001 certification
for its Notilus solution
Limonest, 24 November 2015 - DIMO Software enters a new stage in its development and
strengthens its position as publisher of management solutions.
DIMO Software has just obtained ISO 27001 certification for its Notilus Travel & Expense
Management solution. This approval complements that received by its French hosting
provider (NC2) in 2013. "ANSSI [French national agency for information system security] is
pushing us to reinforce our security features", explains Hélène CHARLIER, head of information
system security at DIMO Software. "Making IT infrastructures secure is a good thing, but if the
applications aren't secure then the system is not complete".
DIMO Software is therefore confirming and emphasising its Quality and Security approach.
ISO 27001 certification is recognised as being one of the strictest standards with regard to
information security. For Notilus, it guarantees the existence of processes enabling the
identification and prevention of all of the risks associated with the IT security of its
applications.
With Notilus, DIMO Software has therefore become one of the first publishers in France to be
equipped with such a standard. The ISO 27001 standard is the only comprehensive,
international and auditable standard that defines requirements relating to an Information
Security Management System (ISMS).
"It is of strategic importance for DIMO Software to provide the best available data security for
our customers using the Notilus solution. We did not want any break in the security chain
linking us, as a publisher, and our hosting provider. Like many publishers, we did not wish to
rely solely on the certification of our hosting provider. Moreover, we chose to work with a
French hosting provider, thereby guaranteeing that the data remains on French soil", JeanPaul GENOUX, CEO of DIMO Software explains.
This difference is the result of a very structured approach to analysis and continued
improvement, which has been in place since December 2014, aiming to reinforce the
management, reliability and performance of DIMO Software's Information Security
Management System (ISMS). "FIDENS - who assisted us with this approach - were extremely
efficient, and their help was invaluable", Hélène CHARLIER points out.

"Even so, obtaining this certification is not an end in itself. DIMO Software is constantly
improving its procedures and investing in technology in order to best anticipate the
requirements of our current and future customers", Hélène CHARLIER concludes.
By playing the certification card, DIMO Software is arming itself to stand out from the rest in a
market where security, integrity and data quality are becoming real strategic issues for a
publisher.

About Notilus:
Market leader in Travel & Expense Management, DIMO Software publishes Notilus, a software
solution that enables companies to manage the entire business travel process simply and
efficiently: travel orders, online and offline bookings, claims for expenses, supplier invoices,
reporting...
A modular solution to meet every business travel and expenses management requirement,
Notilus also satisfies the needs and specific features of the public sector and integrated
accounts.
Key figures: 1500 customers, over 2 million users, present in 80 countries, a 100% French
solution.
www.notilus.fr

About DIMO Software
For 20 years, DIMO Software has combined its two businesses of publishing and integrating
management solutions for a single mission: to bring its customers the best software
innovations so they can focus on what matters - their business.
In order to do this, DIMO Software operates over eight areas of expertise: Business Analytics,
CRM, Dematerialisation and Processes, Finance, HR Management, Tax Management,
Maintenance, Travel and Business Expenses.
The solutions published and distributed by DIMO Software are aimed at intermediate-sized
enterprises (ETIs) and large companies, in all sectors of activity, as well as at public institutions.
Based in Lyon, Paris, Biarritz, Nantes, Madrid, Madrid and Toronto, DIMO Software has
experienced continued growth since 1995. In 2015, it has 315 staff members assisting 6 000
customers in 85 countries, with a turnover of €30M.
www.dimosoftware.fr
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